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It is a commoniy observed fact that, despite all efforts at teaching them, some
people sometimes lail to understand some mathematical topics. There are three
common reactiorrs to this phenomenon:
Improve the teaching;

a.

Decide that the topic is too difficult and either concentrate on the simpler

b.

aspects or give up;

c.

Decide that the learner is not sufficiently intelligent to understand the topic
in question.

However. there is a fourth alternative, and that is to change the mathematics itself
so that it becomes more amenable to the learner's frame ol reference. There are
almost alu'ays alternative ways of conceptualising something. Furthermore these
alternatives need not necessarily be inferior to the standard approaches. I'd like to
illustrate some ol the possibilities by considering the concept of signiJicance in
slatistics. This concept almosi invariably causes difficulties so I decided to see if I
could rephrase it. The result is illusirated by the foliowing passage.

A drug {'or?tpanr did an experiment to see which oJ two drugs

..

was the more
elJectit'e. Thel'gare one oJ the drugs to one group oJ patients and the other drug
to another group oJ patients. On the whole thefirst group oJ'patients did better
than the sccond group.
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There were two explanations for this difference:

1.
2.

The first drug really was better than the second drug.
The difference between the two groups was just due to chance factors. The
plausibility of this second explanation was calculated and found to be 5)(
(i.e, l/20).

The drug company concluded, on the basis of this evidence, that they were fairly
certain that the first drug was better than the second.
Normally results of this type would be described in terms of a significance level,
A significance level of 5 /.might be quoted. But to make sense of this it is necessary
to know what the term signiJicence means, which, as I have mentioned. is ofte;
rather difficult.
In fact, I simply showed the passage to a number of people (students at oxford
Polytechnic on education courses) v'ithout explaining what the term "plausibility"
meant. So they received no explanation whatsoever about the underlying statistical
concept except what is implicit in the passage. I then asked them the following
questions:

1.
2.

Do you think that the drug company's co'clusion was reasonable?
Suppose the plausibility ofthe second explanation (chance factors) had been
40 /. (instead of sft). would you have been more or less certain (than in the
case when the plausibility was 5 /") that the first drug really was better than

3.

What if the plausibiliry had been 1,/,?

the second?

Most of the people I asked (12 out of t5) gor a/l of these quesrions right (l). I had
managed to rephrase the concept of significance so that the logic of the argument
was clear without any specific training. This seems to me to be a clear instance
of the
possibility of reducing the amount of effort which is necessary to learn something
and increasing the efrectiveness of the learning by redesigning the content_the

mathematics-itself
However, I cau see two possible objections to my proposal in relation to signifi_
cance' Firstly my formulation is uudoubtedly less compact than the traditional
one.
However, I think it does have the advantage of drawing attention to the underlying

structure of the argument: i.e. a comparison of the merits of two hypotheses.
with
the significance formuiation it is easy to lose sight of the crucial-role
otthe null
hypothesrs; with my alternative formulation I think questions of the reasonableness
of the null hypothesis as a standard of comparison are much more likely to
arise.
And I would have thought that with increased familiarity it could be abbreviated
to
something like "piausibility of chance explanation :5yo"
A second problem is simpiy that of providing a precise definition of plausrbility
in
terms which would enabre it to be calculated. There are two ways (at
least) in which
this can be done (see Note 2): mathematically quite different, but. I would
have
thought, both reasonably consistent with the intuitive notion of piausibitity.
.
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My final thought was that it might be possible to use the plausibility formulation
of the hypothesis testing problem as a stepping stone to the concept of significance.
I tried this: I introduced the idea of plausibility to a class and then I explained
significance in ierms of this. The result was disastrous: the concept of significance
seemed just as elusive by this route as by any other.
The moral, from one example admittedly, is, I think, clear: redesigning the
content one is trying to teach is potentialiy a much more powerful pedagogic
strategy than changing the teaching method. If the content can be made obvious,
then teaching may even be unnecessary. In what other areas of mathematics and
statistics might this be possible?
Notes
1. The

"right" answers are: l-yes; 2-less; 3-more.

2. These tu'o definitions are:

(l)

(2)

The plausibility can be defined as a significance level: i.e. the plausibility
is the probability of the difference between the two groups being as big as
or bigger than was actually found, on the assumption that the drugs were
equally effective.
The plausibility of an hypothesis is the probability of the hypothesis being
true given the results obtained. This is the Bayesian posterior probability
and can be caiculated-in principle, although in practice it may not be so
easy-from the prior probability distribution and the likeiihood function
using Bayes' theorem.

second of these is closer to my intuitive idea of piausibility but the first
is a much more convenient quantity to compute: the second involves, among other
thir-rgs, a prior probabiiity distribution. Which is the more appropriate is, of course,
a difficult, but very interesting question, which leads on to the whole issue of the

I think the

relative merits of the Bayesian and the traditional approach to statistical inference.
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